
Application Features

Safety, Quality, and Compliance Proactive Building Management

ANALYTICS AND KPIS
Develop customized dashboards to analyze the data that you 
care about most

REPORTS
Generate dashboards and reports via the tool builder in the 
application to generate digital audits

GRAPHICS
Generate graphics that make technical reports easy to 
understand for all relevant audiences

TROUBLESHOOTING TOOLS
Ongoing diagnostics running across your equipment data sniffing 
out problems before they get bigger

SERVICE REQUESTS
The smart service call: Address issues faster by requesting 
service directly from the app. Linked to your service provider.

Turntide Web and Mobile 
Applications make remote 
management of all your 
systems, equipment, and 
devices easy and intuitive.

Stay connected to your building’s health and 
status so you can take corrective action no matter 
where you are, anytime.

app.turntide.com

TURNTIDE FOR BUILDINGS DATA SHEET

Turntide App

User-Centric Design Easy Everyday Use

CENTRALIZED NAVIGATION
Navigate directly on the app, filter to buildings and assets, or go 
directly to a critical alert.

EQUIPMENT DETAILS
Access equipment data without a site visit so you can verify 
hot/cold issues, validate repairs, or troubleshoot issues

DATA MANAGEMENT
Access malfunction codes, system faults, and point data. Data 
is “tagged” for easy charting and analysis

SCHEDULES
Run equipment on schedules - set for individual equipment, 
groups, or across buildings. Make changes with one click.

NOTIFICATIONS
Get important equipment diagnostics or warnings delivered via 
email or text so you can quickly act

CENTRALIZED NAVIGATION
Control and monitor sites remotely at the touch of a button, 
assuring your customers and employees are comfortable.

USER MANAGEMENT
Role-based permission and authentication allow different levels 
of access for different users.

TURNTIDE TECHNOLOGY FOR SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS
Our breakthrough technologies accelerate electrification and sustainable 
operations for energy-intensive industries.
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